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FXholics prefacing the Book 
 

    I  heard about forex in 2005 and at that time had the impression that only 
gamblers and the very rich could benefit from it. A few years later I began to 
learn to trade stocks and ETFs. Stocks and ETFs did not interest me because 
the brokers and their platforms were very complicated. While surfing the net 
looking for more information I got drawn to Forex. Because the MT4 
platform was very simple and the capital requirement very small, I decided 
to learn to trade Forex.  
 
   The problem I ran into was that hundreds of systems out there were 
claiming that trading forex was very simple and there perfect system will 
make you rich overnight. My ignorance compelled me to try everything I 
could purchase, hoping to find that perfect system.  
 
   Eventually I landed on FXholic.com. Sophia’s demeanour attracted me 
and I joined her workshop series which she had just started. This later 
evolved into FXholic Golden. FXholic Golden is very close group. Sophia 
knows everyone by name and addresses our specific strengths and 
weaknesses. She has developed a very clear and simple plan of action which 
anyone can follow. The weekly workshops teach us how to apply the rules so 
the entry, stop loss and take profit is easily accomplished.  
 
   Sophia’s approach to trading Forex is very simple and practical. I 
strongly believe that of hundreds of system out there FXholic Golden is most 
suitable for a NEW TRADER. 

Jumma K., Canada 
 

 
 

(Below please find the original Review in Italian, followed by translation) 
 



FOREX MARKET 
HAS NO FACE 
 

Da giovane ho subito il fascino del trading  finanziario , vedevo i mercati 
esclusivi e inaccessibili, pieni di soldi misteri e segreti.   
 
La vita mi ha portato altrove, ma quel richiamo non si è mai spento. Pochi 
anni fa è stato un libro a catturare la mia attenzione, con la copertina 
colorata da un bel grafico e un nome affascinante: Forex.  
 
È bastato poco per decidere di investire un po' di tempo e denaro in altri 
libri e corsi, ma qualcosa non funzionava. 
 
La passione cresceva sempre di più e con essa la frustrazione nell’ 
incontrare persone che si comportavano come depositari di saggezza e 
verità, solo per essere in parte profittevoli. 
 
Ho scoperto che l'attenzione era rivolta sempre verso i numeri, la 
matematica e le notizie, ma continuava a mancare qualcosa, specialmente 
quando  la causa degli insuccessi veniva cercata nel mercato.  
 
Chi cerca trova, si dice e non è passato molto tempo per conoscere Sofia; 
con lei ho trovato la parte mancante del puzzle e il mondo si è aperto.  
 
Il trading nel Forex è un percorso di vita. Si dice che il mercato non ha un 
volto, a me piace pensare che ha il tuo.  
 
Quando diventi cosciente che il trading può essere uno strumento diretto e 
chiaro attraverso il quale sperimentare la tua crescita personale, hai la 
grande e meravigliosa opportunità di unire passione e terapia.  
 
Sofia rende questo percorso meraviglioso. 



 
La sua conoscenza , frutto di migliaia di ore di studio e sperimentazione, 
l'infinita passione nella materia, unita all'onestà e integrità intellettuale, 
sono la migliore garanzia a cui affidarsi. 
 
Mi piace pensare a Sofia come a Virgilio nella Divina Commedia quando 
mano nella mano con sicurezza e amore ti accompagna in un mondo che 
può anche diventare il tuo incubo.  
 
In questo libro c'è il Trading Forex visto a 360°, sperimentato 
dall'autorevolezza di chi l'ha scritto, e condiviso in parte dai corsi di  noi 
FXholic Golden, un gruppo con la consapevolezza e la gioia di aver 
incontrato una fortuna e stare con persone speciali. 
 
All’interno troverai cose che non immagini far parte della vita di un trader, 
un equipaggiamento tecnico e un supporto psicologico unico nel suo genere, 
rendono questo manuale un Turbo per chi si trova bloccato e una fonte di 
stimoli per chi pensa di essere bravo.  
 
Capita così che qualche centinaio di pagine possono diventare una 
rivelazione e aprire la porta a qualcosa di meraviglioso che portiamo con 
noi.  
 
Vivere di emozioni, divertirsi, e condividere la crescita con gli altri, richiede 
azione.  
 
Questa esperienza conferma la mia personale volontà di rivolgermi al 
professionismo nel Forex  
 
Trading e continuare il viaggio con Sofia, la mia Personal Trading Trainer 
e i miei compagni.  
 



Se la passione non ti manca, ora, non hai più scuse, il mondo FXholic ti 
offre tutte le possibilità a tua misura. 
 
Inizia a tradare te stesso.  
 
Grazie a Sofia e ai miei amici  FXholic, stare con voi è fonte di gioia e 
ispirazione nella mia vita. 
 
Now it’s up to You! 
 
 
 

Since my early youth, I was being fascinated by finance trading. I was 
seeing the markets as an exclusive and inaccessible space,  full of money, 
mysteries and secrets. 
 
Life led me to a different route, but that calling never silenced.  A few years 
ago, a book captured my attention.  It had a colorful cover with a chart  and 
an enticing title : “FOREX”. 
 
Shortly after, I decided to invest time and money in other books and courses 
but something just didn’t work. 
 
The passion grew but frustration grew along with it, because I met people 
who were acting as repositories of wisdom and truth  while being only 
partially profitable. 
 
I discovered that the attention was always revolving around numbers, 
mathematics and news but still something was missing especially as it 
became evident to me, that for every cause of failure, the pattern was to 
blame the Market. 
 



They say “the one who seeks...finds” and soon after, I met Sofia ;  with her, I 
found the missing piece of the puzzle and the world opened wide to me. 
 
FOREX Trading is a way of living.  They say FOREX Market has no face, 
but I believe it has the face of the trader...YOUR face. 
 
When you become aware that trading can be a direct and clear instrument 
through which to experience your personal growth, you have the great 
opportunity to combine passion and selfdiscovery. 
 
Sofia makes this journey wonderful. 
 
Her knowledge, the result of  thousands of hours of study and 
experimentation  the infinite passion on the subject, combined with 
intellectual honesty and integrity are the best guaranty to trust in. 
 
I like to think of Sofia as the character of Virgil in the Divine Comedy, when 
she takes you by the  hand and with safety  and love introduces you to a 
world that can also turn into your nightmare. 
 
In this book there is Forex Trading seen at 360°, experienced by the 
authority of the writer and  shared in part with members of FXholic Golden, 
a group of special people I feel glad and fortunate to belong to. 
 
Inside you'll find things that you can't imagine being part of the life of a 
trader.  A set of technical analysis tools  and a unique array of elements of 
psychological support, make this book a Turbocharger in case you feel 
blocked and discouraged and a source of motivation  if you want to be brave 
and make the effort. 
 
It happens so that a few hundred pages can become a revelation and open 
the door to wonderful  things we carry within us. 
 



Living a life emotionally rich,  having fun and sharing growth with others 
requires action. 
 
This experience reinforces my desire to turn Pro in Forex Trading and 
continue the journey with Sofia, my Personal Trading Trainer and my 
teammates.  
 
If you have passion, now you have no more excuses because FXholic 
Training  offers all the possibilities in your size. 
 
Start trading. 
 
Many Thanks to Sofia and my FXholics friends!  Being with you is source of 
joy and inspiration in my life. 
 
Now it’s up to You! 

 
Roberto P.,  Italy 

 
 
 

I  first heard about forex around 7 years ago. I have been reading  a lot of 
books, I have been trying to find information wherever I could, on internet 
forums, reading analysis from various sources. 
 
I started few live accounts with different brokers. I have been winning but 
also losing much more. I did not have enough knowledge. When I was 
looking at my notebook to the trades I had taken, most of the time I could not 
understand what went wrong. 
 
I heard about Sofia in January 2014 with the mobile application signals. 



I joined the first Fxholic programme in July 2014 and then the Fxholic 
golden programme in February 2015. 
 
For the first time I feel that I am on the right track. I have found the right 
person for my education.  Sofia has a real gift to explain the most technical 
aspects in simple words. 
 
I have built confidence. I have set up a goal and I am convinced that I will 
succeed. 
 

AnneMarie F.,  France 
 

 
 

I   have always been fascinated by automation.  I remember the first time I’d 
seen an entrepreneur magazine ad (Make money while you sleep!) I was 
introduced to a stock trading robot, which didn’t work at all…  After doing 
more research, I got into binary options trading, one thing led to another 
and I finally decided that I wanted a chance in trading “forex”.  I somehow 
felt it was for me. 
 
I soon started trading automated strategies, every indicator I could get my 
hands on and guess what...I was still FAR from the real deal…  
 
When I was first introduced to Forex, I’d seen great opportunities in the 
leverage Forex can give you, however after joining Sofia’s program, I 
realized that when applying the correct knowledge  to leverage in Forex, the 
opportunities are huge! 
 
My first live trading experience was not so good. 
 



I soon figured being successful in Forex is about staying “cool” whether 
winning or losing and if successful in mastering that, you have come a long 
way… 
 
I first was introduced to FXHOLIC by the MOBILE APP! 
I think the real reason for joining the training was because of the “down to 
earth” training procedures and Sofia’s real dedication in helping others 
succeed. 
 
So many trading Groups are only interested in selling you more and more 
materials and all the while keeping you interested in the next Indicator. 
 
One of the biggest successes in learning Forex is building confidence, you 
know once you have the knowledge, confidence will follow. 
 
Forex trading has now completely changed my passive income goals. 
 
Joining FXHOLIC Program is so much more than Forex.  Sofia has 
structured the Program in a way so everyone if willing can have a chance. 
It’s important to redesign your life to be able to win. 
 
I would recommend FXHOLIC’s services to anyone who is serious about 
succeeding in Forex.  If you’re looking for honesty and real facts about 
trading, look no further! 
 
Having being one of the first FXHOLICS, have also waited for this book to 
be released for a long time and I can only say Sofia has put an extreme 
amount of effort in this project to help real people with real ideas reach real 
goals. 
 
This is why I’m giving the book in a scale of 1 to 10, a whopping 10!!! 
 

Manny  H., USA 



 
 

I  started forex trading in 2012 introduced to it by a close friend who was 
able to generate monthly positive profit from currency market.  I felt excited 
and keen to understand what all the forex trading was about.  I started to 
explore the detail from all kind of sources e.g. borrow many forex books to 
read from library, online study forex trading topic/subject. Then, with some 
basic knowledge  and  being familiar with technical charts of forex trading, I 
started to open Demo account from the brokers and try various function in 
the MT4.  Full of enthusiasm, I also proceeded signing up to 3 full day Forex 
trading classes in Singapore which costed ~$3k. 
 
But the journey on forex trading is not smooth as everyone has high 
expectations for and I did not have success even though had put a lot of 
effort in every strategy/method e.g news trading(announcement of economic 
news), technical analysis, EA trading, bought a lot of indicators from Forex 
Gurus, signed up for online classes (webinar), attended finance conference 
(forex trading)annually and etc. I gave up after 2years with many live 
trading accounts unable to survive more than 3 months each time. 
 
But in 2015, I encountered the Fxholic App and after having gone through 
some survey, I decided to give myself a chance to restart the forex trading 
and later proceed to sign up for  Fxholic  Golden together with my wife May 
in May 2015.  
 
With the Fxholic program, I never had to look back or look for other forex 
Guru. Sofia’s coaching method is very concise, full of positive reinforcement 
messages to each member and she will not reject member request for special 
need e.g. analysis on a specific currency pair, flexible on lesson timing, 
share her personal trading knowledge and etc. 
 



Sofia is full of passion in forex trading and these give her determination to 
share her forex trading knowledge with everyone by writing a new book. The 
book content is covering all relevant topics related in forex trading and will 
be useful to new and experienced traders alike.  It gives insight of how the 
technical Analysis helps the trader to follow a set of criteria prior to 
entering a new trade in order to enhance the success of each trade with 
positive Pips. 
 
The forex trading is a high risk investment and not suitable for everyone. But 
with proper knowledge and the Discipline to follow a set of criteria, the 
journey of forex trading will be fruitful and prosperous so that you have the 
ability to help others or establish a charity organization. 
 
 

May and Gaston L, Singapore 
 

 
 

I  first learned about Forex in 2010 from a colleague at work. With my 
interest piqued, I wanted to learn how Forex trading could be used to ensure 
my future financial security given, at the time, the poor economy.  
 
My early experiences with Forex were typical. Gains followed by losses 
twice as large. I read extensively looking for a “holy grail,” exploring 
increasingly complex situations and convoluted methods. As you might 
guess, perhaps from your own experience, none of these amounted to 
anything useful. I obviously needed to do something different. 
 
I began searching for reputable sites where I could learn more about Forex 
and what a successful trader should be doing. This is how I discovered 
Sophia’s first set of books and her YouTube videos on trading and signals.  
 



After watching Sophia’s YouTube videos on signals I observed she was 
following many of the best practices in Forex (multiple time frames, risk 
management, waiting for the right opportunity, etc.).   
 
I noted that many of her signals were accurate and made some money 
following them. Using a variation on the proverbial “give a man a fish” 
analogy; having eaten a few fish I now wanted to learn how to fish. With 
enough data to convince myself Sophia’s success wasn’t a statistical 
anomaly I joined the FXHolic Golden program because I wanted to learn 
the methodology Sophia uses to analyze the market and make trading 
decisions.  
 
I am grateful she has provided a structured environment where we can ask 
questions and learn. As a result of following Sophia’s teachings and advice 
my confidence has increased and I’ve become a more disciplined trader. I 
also have a much better understanding of the Forex market and how it 
works.  
 
I recommend, without reservations, Sophia’s work to new traders. 
 

Kurt H., USA 
 

 
 

   I   first heard about Forex Trading through a colleague of mine at my first 
job out of College about nine years ago. She wasn’t a trader herself but had 
a friend who was and who had been trading on her behalf for around 10 
years prior to when we met. She knew a bit about forex trading and had 
shared with me some of her friends’ experiences as well as her own wealth 
gained through her friends’ help. I was immediately interested as deep down 
I wanted to be able to control my own earning power. At the time though I 



did not have the money to invest in forex trading education so I had to put it 
on hold for the next couple of years. 
 
   In 2013, I resumed my search for FOREX educational material/courses 
and had eventually signed up with an online trading community in 
December 2013.  I spent the next year reading and studying the principles 
but by the end of 2014 I still did not have the confidence to open a demo 
account. I started to read the material over and over again as I was 
determined to get going but somehow I just did not think I had everything I 
needed to start Demo Trading. 
 
   In June 2015, my sister called me and said “Guess what!? I have someone 
that does forex trading sitting in front of me” and she made me speak with 
her colleague, Melville. Melville and I spoke and I asked him about 
everything. Was he trading live? Was he making money? Where did he learn 
how to trade? He had started a couple months before and was already live 
trading and making money! He told me about Sofia’s FX Golden Program 
and how it helped him and I was once again excited about Forex Trading. 
He gave me some information including the website and after doing 
research for around a week, I signed up in July 2015 for Sofia’s FXholic 
Golden Program. 
 
   Since being a part of the program, I have seen my confidence as a trader 
grow tremendously. I believe a huge part of that comes from the workshops 
and how Sofia explains and breaks down information. She has a unique gift 
of explaining complex details to a level where even a five year old can 
understand by using humor and analogies whose imagery simply cannot 
leave your mind!   She teaches you to focus on one thing at a time and these 
methods really helped to clear the clutter for me and soon I started putting 
the pieces together.  In August, I opened a demo account and by September I 
was trading live and even made 60 pips my first live trade!  
 



   I am truly excited about my future as a forex trader as I see where it would 
give me the flexibility of doing more meaningful things with my life instead 
of being burdened by a 9 to 5 daily schedule.   I continue to learn something 
new with each and every session with Sofia and I would recommend her 
work to anyone; in fact I’d say, if you’re currently losing money in the 
markets or you’re a new trader  don’t start trading without her! You’ll 
thank me later :) 
 

Rene W., Jamaica 
 

 
 

   In here you will find guidance focused at giving Traders a complete system 
and a wellstructured way of thinking when trading.  
 
   I was introduced to the world of Forex Trading by my husband.  As I 
traded, particularly live trading, I saw the potential Forex had.  But I didn’t 
know the best Position Size to use or what Trading Style to decide on.  I 
struggled with my Entry Point as well as where to place my StopLoss and 
TakeProfit Target.  I also had no clue how and when to Exit.  As I traded, I 
grew extremely frustrated.  I was struggling because though I made some 
profitable trades, I was losing money and this was taking a toll on my 
account.  
 
   I first came in contact with Sofia’s work through her mobile app and 
website.  Her books are easy to understand.  Her signals are not just about 
Entry Price, StopLoss levels or TakeProfit Targets.  They are so unique 
that they show you how to follow the price action and be in control of your 
trades.  
 
   Once I joined FXholic Golden Training Program, the uncontrollable drain 
on my account immediately stopped.  Sofia has a fantastic way of breaking 



down technical analysis that makes it easy to understand. My better 
understanding of the markets has given me more control of my trades which 
has greatly boosted my confidence.  I now avoid many mistakes of the past.  
 
   Even my Trading Psychology has drastically changed for the better. 
My ambition is to be a Killer Trader.  Sofia’s drive and passion radiates as 
she helps me to strive for my goal.  As my account doesn’t drain anymore, 
Forex Trading is set to be a secondary source of income. 
 
   I’m so pleased by the great improvement I’ve quickly made in my Trades 
that I’ve introduced my colleagues to the Fxholic Golden Training Program 
and they too have quickly seen great improvements in their Trades. 

 
   Passion, hard work and dedication combined with the Fxholic Golden 
Training Program, is an amazing combination. I wish that I had discovered 
and joined the Program sooner. I advise anyone to give it a try and see for 
themselves.  

Chika A., Nigeria 
 

 
 

   I  was always interested in the Financial markets.  I learned of Forex in 
2013 and studied it through internet resources.  I came across KISS series 
books from Sofia through my Apple device, and the rest was history !   
 
   Sofia has a writing and teaching style that anyone can understand, hence 
that’s how I became hooked.  When you read her books and study technical 
analysis with her, she makes it personal and that’s how it works.  
 
   As an FXholic Golden member and life long student, I can honestly say 
that Sofia has changed many lives through her books and teachings, 



certainly my life and understanding of the Forex markets has changed on the 
positive side ! 

Jeff R., USA 
 

 

     Dear Sofia, 
         A gift indeed you sent me  The Ichimoku Kinko Hyo system! 
 
 When I first received it from you I was skeptical as I thought it was too 
complicated with all those esoteric Japanese terminologies. Still struggling 
with the names of candlestick patterns...now ICHIMOKU! 
 
 But after seeing a new account I just refunded with $1200, drain to less 
than $500, I was ready to try anything. Tuesday/Wednesday last week, I read 
through the book and watched the videos and experienced the "ICHIMOKU 
Magic", as you would put it. 
 
By close of business this past Friday, my equity is now at $1,756.02. This is 
simply phenomenal, just using the 4TF strategy that I must confess I am yet 
to fully understand. The trades were rather aggressive, but it worked. Thank 
you very very much my ICHIMOKU EMPRESS. 
 
I heard about FOREX for the first time in my life in April this year. By the 
end of April, I had committed $29,500 to the market which was finally wiped 
out in July (Now this is money I CANNOT  afford to lose, my wives do not 
know I have lost all our money). FOREX trading resonates with me. I realize 
I needed to learn how to trade, attended a few live/online webinars and 
refunded my account with borrowed $1,200. But for the gift you sent me, I 
would definitely have lost the money. With over $500 in profit after only two 
days of trading using your system, my self confidence is restored; I now 
believe I can recoup my losses and begin to trade profitably. 
 



By the first week of September, I hope to be financially buoyant enough to 
enroll in your FXholic Golden. Until then please accept my SINCERE 
thanks for this FANTASTIC gift you have graciously shared with me. 
 
Warm regards, 

Abraham M., Nigeria 
 

 
 

   I  first found out about Forex around 2010 when I noticed a colleague in 
the office studying various graphs on his screen when nobody was looking.  I 
asked him about it and he gave me a quick intro into Forex and his strategy 
which I now know to be news trading  placing trades in response to news 
events. 
 
   What really intrigued me was the possibility to make additional income 
with minimal effort provided you could manage the risk effectively. 
 
   So very quickly I opened a Forex account and I did initially play with a 
demo account.  For me personally, the demo didn't feel real enough because 
the wins didn't really excite and the losses didn't really hurt.  So I put some 
money into my account and began live trading without any real strategy.  I 
had some spectacular wins but ultimately my losses were greater than my 
wins and I found myself regularly topping up my Forex account. 
 
   I needed to find a way to increase my wins and reduce my losses so found 
myself looking at different strategies, signal providers and application when 
I came across Sophia's FXholic’s FOREX Signals  Iphone app.  From there 
I noticed that she had a nice set of comprehensive programmes and offerings 
to help newbie traders  like me transition to professional traders.  More 
importantly her techniques are based on pure technical analysis and not 
media based newstrades etc. 



 
   After getting to know more about Sofia and her mission values during a 
free workshop, I joined her FXholic Golden programme which gave me 
immediate access to comprehensive training materials that are very easy to 
digest and understand together with signals and access to a group of 
fantastic fellow FXholic Golden group members. 
 
   Since joining the FXholic Golden programme I am making more winning 
trades, have a better insight of the Forex markets and slowly but surely 
building up both my confidence and my trading account. 
 
   I can highly recommend Sophia's work to new traders as not only are her 
programmes proven but they are completely transparent with freedom to 
collaborate with fellow programme participants. 
 
   Sophia has just also released her new book  Happy Pips which is another 
example of an amazing piece of work that provides a complete insight into 
becoming a successful trader from improving your mental and physical state 
to different proven strategies and how to apply them. 

Majed S., UK 
 

 
 

   When Sofia asked me for a review on her new book i couldn’t resist 
giving it in the form of two scenaria, the same way she does on her amazing 
instructions. 
 
   The first scenario thankfully a hypothetical one  is about me all alone 
struggling to swim in the FOREX ocean, losing all my money, my health and 
finally giving up keeping only my bleary dreams, because in this ruthless 
environment, I would never be able to survive bringing together in a proper 
methodical manner all the necessary elements and knowledge. 



 
   And if I’d survived, I wouldn’t be able to stand on my feet anytime soon, at 
least not sooner than a decade. 
 
   The second scenario happily the real one  is about Sofia having gone 
through her own path, hew own ''decade'', having found the courage to fight 
and now giving to all of us with such generosity the guidance we need to 
stand on our own and learn how to grow personally and as FOREX Traders 
on our way to success. 
 
   This book and her whole work is a true blessing.  She is a gift to me.  
 

Georgios Theofilos A., Greece 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Introduction 
 
This book is not just another FOREX related 
publication. It’s a confessions book about the 
biggest loves of my life, because thanks to them 
I’m happy and I feel blessed to share my 
discoveries about achieving and maintaining 
happiness.  My goal is to make you realize that in 
order to get different results, you need to change 
your  thinking patterns.  This way you’ll be able to 
re-design your whole life and successful FOREX 
Trading will be just a part of your personal 
Success System.  
 
I’ll dare to be open.  I’ll dare to be bold. 

Otherwise I won’t be able to shake you and push you out of your comfort zone to your 
extremes, where your best self is. 
 
I created a Guide for you which is not subject to your quality of mind, to your level of 
experience, to Governments, Central Banks’ policies, countries’ economies, or any of 
the external factors that are beyond your control.  I put together the system’s parts in 
modules and sequences helping you understand their correlations and dependencies. 
I needed a lot of high level energy to do this and here is where my life’s biggest loves 
played their role. 
 
Most people live their whole lives without meeting their Big Love.  I am extremely 
fortunate for having met mine.  The sheer fact that he exists and is not a creature of my 
imagination, makes me feel grateful.  If I die tomorrow, I’ll die happy.   My two children, 
are my Angels and the energy I receive from having them in my life is immeasurable. 
 
Another huge stream of positive energy flows through me from my FXHOLICS, a very 
special Group of Bright Individuals with golden hearts.  They’re my best friends, the 
shining stars on my sky, the very people I can call “my own” and  my constant 
motivators helping me refine my Strategies, improve my Signals Service, add more 
features to my APP, create more tools, plan new Series of Books, discover new 
Trading Methodologies. We share the same passion for FOREX Trading.  Thanks to 
them, this Book came to be.  When I sent them an email asking for their Introductory 
Notes for my Book, so I could shield my work from competitors’ fake bad-mouthing 



Reviews,  Anne-Marie, May, Rene, Chika, Gaston, Roberto, Jeff, Manny. Abraham, 
Jumma, Majed, Kurt, Georgios, responded with messages that filled my eyes with tears 
of joy.  I can’t thank them enough for being members of my ambitious Training 
Program, FXholic GOLDEN and for their contribution to its evolution.  Their presence in 
my life is invaluable. 
 
You can safely guess that FOREX Trading is my true passion.  My relationship with it 
started the same way it starts for most new Traders, losing money.  Then I purchased 
as many AMAZON books as I could put my hands on and again ...kept losing money 
because the books were written in an “extremely technical language” I couldn’t 
understand and I needed someone to take me by the hand and explain to me the 
basics in plain words and then introduce me to the principles of money,  risk  and trade 
management in a way I could follow up with instead of feeling totally alienated. 
 
I wanted that kind of educational material so badly, I  gave a promise to myself that as 
soon as I’d break the code of successful Trading, I would write the easiest to 
understand books about FOREX Trading.  So I kept my promise writing the KISS 
FOREX Series of Books.  
 
But on the way, I realized that although I had broken the code of successful FOREX 
Trading, I kept losing money making the same mistakes again and again although I 
knew I should avoid them.  It was then when it became evident to me,  that giving 
someone the list of ingredients to a delicious cake is not enough.  They need to have 
the full recipe including stages of preparation, proportions of the materials, timing and 
all the tiny details.  But still, I only had basic ingredients and terrible mistakes in my 
hands. How would I come up with a proper recipe?  
 
Then I thought backwards doing some “reverse engineering” to both my right moves 
and my wrong ones.  And I discovered patterns. I made a list of the right patterns and a 
separate list of the wrong ones. Then I reversed the wrong ones into their opposites 
turning them into right patterns.  I had to think backwards, also looking at the bigger 
picture of the trading’s mechanics.  
 
Started asking questions to myself.  Before I Enter a Trade, what is it I want to make 
sure of? How much Risk should I take and how is it determined? How can I decide if a 
Trade is worth taking or not? Which Time-Frame should I trade from? How could I 
distinguish the types of trades that should be taken from Daily Time-Frame from those 
to be taken from H4 or even M15 Time-Frame?  What should I be aware of when 
placing my Stop-Loss order? Once I’m in what do I want to watch for in order to Stay 



In and what should trigger my Exit? How often should I check my Trade? How could I 
estimate my Take-Profit Target level? Should I trail my Stop-Loss or not  and how 
should I do it?  If things go well, when should I add positions and how?  If things go 
wrong what should I do?   I put together the Answers to my Questions building up a 
Trading GUIDE which is immune to subjective or external factors.  Studying the Market 
wider and deeper, I refined this Guide into a Complete SYSTEM which does not 
depend on the News, the Releases, the Central Banks’ Policies, the Governments’ 
games, the monetary war, the countries’ economies, the weather, the sun-signs or 
whatever the Capital Markets’ attention-seekers want to stuff your mind with.  
 
Let’s not beautify things for no reason. The actual act of trading is pure gambling.  I 
have been fighting against the term for long, but this is exactly what it is. We bet that a 
pair will go up or down and depending on our bet’s performance we make or lose 
money.  But the use of rules and criteria based on Mathematics shifts us from a 
gambler’s position to that of a sophisticated speculator’s/investor’s one. 
 
Successful Trading is not about Methods or Strategies - there are as many as 
successful traders and more-. It’s about the ENTRY, STAY IN and EXIT Rules and 
Criteria. 
 

 
 



Trading based on Technical Analysis is about statistically significant possibilities 
stacked to trader’s favour. There is no space for hoping, wishing or gambler’s attitude 
because using Mathematics and tools that help you base your trading decisions on 
Rules and Criteria is a repeatable and scalable Model that anyone can follow.  That’s 
why I like saying that “gambler hopes, trader knows”.  
 
My SYSTEM is made of Rules and Criteria which are not related to opinions, 
predictions, assumptions, guesswork, wishes, prophecies or crystal ball readings.  You 
let the Market Lead and you Follow.  You just respect the Risk Management and Trade 
Management Rules and Follow the Criteria.  Strategies are countless, practically as 
many  as the successful traders. Once you master my SYSTEM, you can try anyone’s 
strategy or even design your own. Rules and Criteria remain the same.  That’s why 
there is a huge distinction between a successful trader and a gambler. To apply the 
rules and follow the criteria takes true adamant character and that’s why I love FOREX 
Trading so much.  It helps me discover myself, my higher self. 
 
And here I am, introducing to you my Complete System in two New Series of Books : 
“Happy Pips” and “Boring Trades”.  “Happy Pips”, the first Book of which you’re now 
reading, is going to be a Series of Books based on the HOW of the Trading, the 
knowledge which you should apply on your Trading including both the right mindset 
and the necessary technicals. “Boring Trades” is going to be a Series of Books 
highlighting ONE TRADE at a time from Entry to Exit, candlestick per candlestick, 
where the Knowledge will be applied focusing on the EXECUTION of what the “Happy 
Pips” Series will be presenting to you. 
 
Markets can have a mesmerizing effect on a New Trader.  This constantly changing 
Dynamic Environment is full of exciting elements, especially if you  watch more than six 
pairs at the same time on your monitor, fifteen pairs on multiple monitors…or even 
switch METATRADER’s  APP on so many times during your job’s breaks, that it eats 
up your smartphone’s battery.   Sixteen hours can pass like sand slipping through your 
fingers.  Markets can put you to bed and welcome you in the morning for another 
sightseeing tour. 
 
You know it’s pure magic. What you don’t know is that you have joined the crowd of 
Markets’ tourists.  Sadly I had been one. And I’m ashamed to admit it took me years to 
escape the trap of this time-sucking vortex that gets your eyes glued to the monitor 
and your brain frozen by info overload.  
 



Markets’ tourists get fascinated by one move here and one move there, jumping from 
one pair to another, switching Time-Frames faster than blinking their eyes. They’re 
killing their precious time without knowing what to do and when to do it. They just 
swim in an ocean of flashy information in the form of colorful candlesticks and lines, 
most of the times sinking slowly down to the drain killing their Accounts on the way. 
 
Having lived that experience, and noticing that my APPS’ Users and WhatsApp Signals 
Subscribers run the risk of falling in the same trap, I decided to create the two new 
Series of Books, “Happy Pips” and “Boring Trades” dedicated to the Trade Set-Ups 
Theory and Practice  from A to Z.  Instead of giving to my APPS ‘ Users one fish at a 
time in the form of a Signal, I’d rather show them how to fish on their own.  
 
As I was working on the first “Happy Pips” book’s structure, while trying to get into my 
readers’ shoes, realized that first I have to help them break a false thinking pattern that 
primarily matters what you HAVE, then what you DO and finally who you ARE. In order 
to embark to the journey to success, you must have your priorities in proper order 
which is the other way around.  First you must BE your core self, which means you 
have to discover your unlimited potential self turning from a caterpillar into a butterfly. 
Then you have to DO the actions that will materialize your potential offering value to the 
world . Last, you must manage what you HAVE , living a purposeful and fulfilling life. 
You are doomed to fail in FOREX and in any other ambitious venture, if you are a “lost 
soul” having a crippling relationship with yourself and being disconnected from life and 
people around you.  
This Book’s first Section is about how to “BE” the true you in life so you can be the true 
you in FOREX Trading as an extension of your unlimited potential. The second Section 
is about how to “DO” the right things in FOREX Trading using the SYSTEM I’m giving 
you. Whether you are going to use the SYSTEM to achieve a specific goal of doubling 
your account’s equity ten times starting from $1000 building it up to $1Million is 
irrelevant. Once you MASTER the SYSTEM,  you can set any goal you wish because 
you are already successful. You have mastered the SYSTEM. You can use the formula 
any time, any way you want. It’s the same whether you want to double $1000 or 
$10Million.  The third Section of the book is about how to manage what you “HAVE” 
but goes beyond wealth management closing the loop of the three core elements 
BE-DO-HAVE in a way that you can see how they are interconnected and combined to 
a “whole” of a meaningful life, the life you deserve. 
 
That means not only new Traders or potential Traders qualify for my book.  Even if you 
have never heard of FOREX Trading before, the way I present the process towards 



familiarizing yourself with it pursuing success in life, will make the journey inviting and 
rewarding to you. 
 
New Traders don’t know that Trading is about Criteria and Rules.  A whole Industry 
wants them to believe that it takes a lot of money and special skills to trade 
successfully, let alone the array of super-sophisticated Software and Trading Robots 
they should include to their Trading Arsenal.  And of course….the News…. 
 
Well,  let me burst this ugly bubble once and for all.  You may study my Signals, or 
your may be so lazy you don’t even play the Videos till the end. You may have picked 
up parts of my Strategies or you may still wonder what those tools I’m referring to are 
about.  You may have a Trading Plan, you may think you have a Trading Plan or you 
may even believe that having a Trading Plan sounds too theoretical for an “action 
trader” like you.  All of the above are fine with me.  But are not fine with you.  And if I 
share with you the only Philosophy and Thinking Process that can make you a 
successful Trader, I doubt you’ll ever care to go back to your old habits :) 
 
Through “Happy Pips” and “Boring Trades” Books, I’ll show you why you should focus 
on “locking” your Daily Pips every day and why you should follow a certain sequence 
of steps till they become second nature to you.  We will be using Mathematics 
-Technical Analysis Tools-  and  a solid SYSTEM consisting of successful Trading’s 
four basic pillars :  a Trading Plan because we have to know which our destination is 
and the roadmap to get there, a Trading Strategy because we need a “car” to take us 
to our destination,  a Risk Management Set of Rules because we must pick the right 
road  and  a Trade Management Set of Rules which means we must know how to drive 
the “car”. 
 
Successful Trading is about using the System’s Rules and Criteria in a repeatable and 
scalable manner, being the Boss of your Trades. I have incorporated the Rules and 
Criteria into a 7 Steps Checklist and I’ll be sharing every single step of this process 
with you on Real Trade Set Ups. You just follow the steps copying my thinking 
process. 
 
Here, let me add a warning.  The information I’ve put into this book is just that, useless 
inactive information like the oceans of it you’re swimming in every moment of your life. 
Unless you read the book and start applying what I’m sharing here, there will be no 
results in your Forex Trading or your life. Nothing will happen. 



You may feel confident with what you know and actually you most possibly have the 
mentality of a “knows it all” , typical for a beginner.   I know because I’ve been a 
“knows it all” champion for years, regarding FOREX Trading, which costed me dearly. 
 
I thought I had gotten rid of this self-destructive Syndrome till my Hermes came to be 
giving me a great lesson.  On my first day to the ART LAB, wanting to work on my 
inclination for drawing, with the arrogance of a “knows it all”, I defied my tutor’s 
instructions towards “playing” with the full range of shades. I also neglected using the 
special eraser for carbon, which might have helped me take Hermes’ profile to a whole 
new level.  
 
 
I stubbornly insisted on my crippled 
belief that all I needed was practice 
and my talent would shine.   I was 
wrong!  When my tutor showed me 
how to add shades and how to use 
the eraser on my next drawing,  I was 
fast to comment “I have this eraser” 
and she replied “Having it doesn’t 
help much. You’ve got to use it!” 
 
That’s how it goes with every piece of 
information you choose to expose 
yourself to. It becomes knowledge 
only when you use it.  Otherwise it’s 
like it never existed for you.  And 
most of the times, to let the new 
knowledge grow roots into your 
brain’s synaptic circuits, you have to 
unlearn all that garbage that made 
you have the idea you know it all 
leading you to a status of confusion and frustration.  Knowledge gives you clarity and 
confidence. Keep that distinction in mind. 
 
This book has the power to help you change your life, but only if you read it and apply 
what you’ll learn. So please give a promise to yourself that you’ll read it and will not 
just rely on the thin-air comfort pillow of the illusion that just having it is enough to 
improve your trading.  



 
To make you keep your promise, I’ll bribe you with a gift. 
 
I’ll give you the Link to sign up for your gift at the end of the book. But to unlock its 
page, you’ll need a password which you’ll be able to type only if you have studied the 
whole book. Fair enough? 
 
Self-discovery is an essential prerequisite on your way to success.  If you don’t accept 
this, don’t even dare trading. This  book is not written in the wooden language of some 
Technical Analysis jargon.  I’m sharing with you my life’s Philosophy which reflects to a 
successful trader’s mode of being and thinking.  Furthermore, I’m presenting to you 
four alternative Trading Attitudes : the Daily Time-Frame’s Trading Attitude, the 7 Steps 
Checklist Trading Attitude , the BUY/SELL Scenaria Strategist’s Attitude and the 
Scalper’s Attitude. 
 
Identify the Trading Attitude that best suits your availability and character, mastering its 
Technicals and say “hello” to your new Life :) 
 
Happy pips! 
 
Dr Sofia S. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



BE 
  
«Μέτρον πάντων άνθρωπος» 
“Man is the measure of all things” 

Πρωταγόρας 
Protagoras 

  
Most of us  think that our net worth reflects who we are.  But this is not just a wrong 
belief it’s also a destructive way of looking at life.  Our net worth represents what we 
have, and all “things” we have are the ultimate result of expressing who we are through 
our actions. 
  
Who we are and what we believe to be, molds our  reality offering  results shaped by 
actions.  The proper order of things is TO BE, TO DO, TO HAVE. 
  
"Success is something you attract by the person you become."  

Jim Rohn 
 
Therefore the “more” you become, the “more” you get. But becoming is about taking 
action.  And because this book will show you how to change your financial landscape 
forever using FOREX Trading as your actions’ vehicle, before we go to the “What to 
Do” and the “How to Do it” we must start with the “Why”. 
  
King Midas thought that if he could turn anything he touched into gold, he’d be the 
happiest person on earth.  When God Dionysus  granted his wish, his joy was 
terminated suddenly as he realized that food turned into gold as he touched it and that 
he might die from starvation.  To his despair, he even saw his loved ones turn into gold 
after his touch. 
  
In his tragedy, he realized that his “Why” was false.  He initially thought that if 
everything he touched became golden, he’d BE extremely happy.  He thought that 
gold’s power was in its own material substance.  
  
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Midas  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Midas


Once, as Ovid relates in Metamorphoses XI[14] Dionysus found his old 

schoolmaster and foster father, the satyr Silenus, missing.[15] 

The old satyr Silenus had been drinking wine and had wandered away 

drunk, later to be found by some Phrygian peasants, who carried him to 

their king, Midas (alternatively, he passed out in Midas' rose garden). 

Midas recognized him and treated him hospitably, entertaining him for ten 

days and nights with politeness, while Silenus delighted Midas and his 

friends with stories and songs.[16] 

On the eleventh day, he brought Silenus back to Dionysus in Lydia. 

Dionysus offered Midas his choice of whatever reward he wished for. 

Midas asked that whatever he might touch should be changed into gold. 

Midas rejoiced in his new power, which he hastened to put to the test. He 

touched an oak twig and a stone; both turned to gold. Overjoyed, as soon 

as he got home, he ordered the servants to set a feast on the table. "So 

Midas, king of Lydia, swelled at first with pride when he found he could 

transform everything he touched to gold; but when he beheld his food 

grow rigid and his drink harden into golden ice then he understood that 

this gift was a bane and in his loathing for gold, cursed his prayer" 

(Claudian, In Rufinem). In a version told by Nathaniel Hawthorne in A 

Wonder-Book for Girls and Boys (1852), Midas found that when he 

touched his daughter, she turned to gold as well. 

Now, Midas hated the gift he had coveted. He prayed to Dionysus, 

begging to be delivered from starvation. Dionysus heard his prayer, and 

consented; telling Midas to wash in the river Pactolus. Then, what ever he 

put into the water would be reversed of the touch. 

Midas did so, and when he touched the waters, the power flowed into the 

river, and the river sands turned into gold. This explained why the river 
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Pactolus was so rich in gold, and the wealth of the dynasty claiming 

Midas as its forefather no doubt the impetus for this aetiological myth. 

Gold was perhaps not the only metallic source of Midas' riches: "King 

Midas, a Phrygian, son of Cybele, first discovered black and white 

lead".[17] 

  
The Midas myth’s moral is that gold should not be the goal but the medium.  Life 
quality is the Goal. Our “Why” must be rooted to our desire for a beautiful and 
meaningful life.  That presupposes a personal system of values that places human on 
top.  A beautiful life is consisted of all things that make us and those we love happy.  A 
meaningful life expands this happiness status to as many people as we can reach.  
  
So instead of measuring life’s value with gold as Midas falsely thought of, we should 
rather measure it with our level of BEING.  Because as the ancient Greek Philosopher 
Protagoras said “Man is the measure of all things”. 
  
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Protagoras 

Protagoras (/proʊ̍tæɡərəs/; Greek: Πρωταγόρας; c. 490 – c. 420 

BC)[1] was a preSocratic Greek philosopher and is numbered as one of the 

sophists by Plato. In his dialogue, Protagoras, Plato credits him with having 

invented the role of the professional sophist. 

He also is believed to have created a major controversy during ancient 

times through his statement that, "Man is the measure of all things", 

interpreted by Plato to mean that there is no absolute truth, but that which 

individuals deem to be the truth. Although there is reason to question the 

extent of the interpretation of his arguments that has followed, that 

concept of individual relativity was revolutionary for the time, and 

contrasted with other philosophical doctrines that claimed the universe 

was based on something objective, outside of human influence or 

perceptions. 
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Another conclusion we can extract from Protagoras’s statement is, that we are the 
creators of our reality and at the same time, we upgrade our reality’s status by 
upgrading ourselves.  Actively seeking ways to expand our personality and create a 
better reality we elevate our BEING to greater heights.   It is never too late to reach our 
goals materializing our “Why” and we all have the birthright to achieve that, but from 
any time-point we start the journey, we must always keep the end in our minds.  If we 
don’t ….it knocks our door with bitter reminders now and then like the bad news I got 
about Rena over the phone. 
 
…Rena was diagnosed with colon cancer. 
 
I lost myself in tears yesterday, had the most cinematographic dreams that night and 
woke up with a severe sense of loss in the morning. 
I first met Rena when I was 23 years old and she was 36. She had just divorced with 
the man I had fallen in love with. 
They had three kids together and their marriage had lasted 11 years. 
She had the radiant personality of a gorgeous and sexy woman who wanted to drink 
life till its last drop. 
 
She couldn't be confined within the limited space of the roles that she should play in 
order to be socially accepted. 

 
Still life with pomegranate and pears 1890  |  Paul Cezanne 



  
I had filed a not so flattering image of her in my mind's database at that time. Now I 
feel so ashamed for having been so arrogant. 
Who was I to criticize her? 
Who was I to make my stupid judgements on her? 
Through the years, because of her warm, childish and open heart, I added softer 
touches to her image. Her system of values and her life-attitude were a true challenge 
for mine. And quite stupidly, I was insisting on my opinion that I was superior to her. 
  
-How much time does she have? 
-How much life does she have? 
-How much time do I have? 
-How much life do I have? 
  
According to Einstein's theory of Relativity, time exists only because we exist being its 
observers. 
Therefore, time equals life. 
The moment we come to life, the countdown starts .....tic....tac....tic....tac..... 
  
My sorrow about Rena's news is not rooted to the medical facts of her disease. She 
may have more time than me. Nobody has signed me a contract that I'll be alive 
tomorrow. 
  
But what truly shocked me after I got her news, was the realization that she might have 
been postponing her life, that she might have not lived it as wildly as she wanted 
....and these thoughts are bringing me down to my knees not because of Rena but 
because of myself. 
  
I know that everything we do in life is a MAJOR DISTRACTION. We keep ourselves 
busy so we can ignore the thought that the end is coming. Actually the end is attached 
to us like our shadow. Wherever I go, my end follows me. I can't escape it. 
  
There is a reason why I picked Paul Cezanne's still life Painting. This painting 
emphasizes human presence through its absence. 
  
Look at the paradox here. It seems that, the more we try to achieve success and be of 
value to those we love, the more absent we make ourselves from their lives. We 
become the pomegranate and the pears in their dish. Our full presence is being 



substituted by "still life". Are we doing something wrong? Instead of placing our "NET 
WORTH" at the top of our hierarchy, maybe we should place our "LIFE WORTH" there. 
  
Our LIFE WORTH 's currency is love. The love we give and the love we get 
NOW....TODAY. 
  
If you are as paranoid as I am, please stop doing this to yourself. 
  
When you hesitate saying "I LOVE YOU" today, look at your shadow -the end- which 
will some day eat you up and say "I LOVE YOU" .....now! 
  
If you have been hesitating to apologize for long, look at your shadow -the end- and 
say "I'M SORRY"....now! 
  
If you have been into an ugly fight with a person and attorneys are making a party over 
your disagreements, invite that person for a cup of coffee and a warm hug and stop 
this craziness....NOW! 
  
Do it before your shadow eats you up. 
True quality of life is measured by the state of your heart. As long as your heart sings, 
the moment your shadow covers you, you'll have no sense of loss or regret. 
 
 
 

Chapter 1 : Protect Your #1 asset  
 
“Healthy mind in healthy body”  

Ancient Greek saying 
 

So you really want to explore your potential and build wealth. But unless you protect 
your #1 asset, you’ll drill a hole in the water.  That means you have to take proper care 
of yourself. Eating right, exercising, meditating, playing and resting sound non essential 
but are the cornerstones of your life’s quality because your energy levels depend on 
them. 
 
We think that eating right is more or less something we all know about, but this can’t 
be further from the truth. A very tiny minority of us know that there are basically two 
types of foods : nutrients and fillers.  And by the time we discover nutrients and choose 



to redesign our  diet around them, fillers have already made a huge damage to our 
health.  The whole system we grew up in, has brainwashed us about eating 
carbohydrates and go for low-fat diets. The truth is, we should eat proteins and good 
fats, keeping carbs out of our body. Fats are stored only when they are accompanied 
by carbohydrates.  Otherwise they play a neutral role in our metabolism and they 
actually help a lot of fat-soluble vitamins like A, D, E and K to be absorbed by our 
gastrointestinal tract.  Carbohydrates on the other hand, trigger the production of 
insulin which is responsible for a long chain of  metabolic and other disorders.  
 
Poor diet or unbalanced nutrition lead to an unhealthy body which leads to a lower self 
esteem and a bad psychology.  Being at that state, thinking about success or pursuing 
it, is not a good idea.  You simply don’t have the energy and stamina required. 
 
Staying fit is a complementary part of being in an optimum physical condition.  Fitness 
is the lever that moves the world and having abandoned your body to the shape of a 
couch-potato doesn’t give you much of a leverage.  Before you pursue success, you 
have to adopt a daily workout routine showing some love to your body keeping it toned 
and flexible.  
 
Meditation is the type of spiritual and mental reset that helps you shut out all types of 
life’s noise, filtering your thoughts and bringing your mind into a relaxation mode.  If 
you haven’t tried it out, making meditation a daily ritual is an enriching choice.  I would 
also take this a step further talking to you about prayer.  While meditation is about 
disengaging the mind from thoughts, becoming their neutral observer as they march 
into our thinking space, prayer is the ultra powerful connection with God, that 
recharges our soul’s batteries with the highest and purest form of energy that is Love.  
 
Play is about having fun, doing things with friends or people we love, that feed us 
emotionally, put a smile on our face and make our heart sing.  It’s not the quantity of 
play that matters as much as the quality.  When we feel emotionally balanced, our 
energy levels raise and that is key to all kinds of endeavors, trading included. 
 
I left rest for the end, because of its imperative importance to our brain’s health and 
performance.  Trading is a mental sport and a very demanding one. It has been 
documented by scientists, that people who exchange hours of sleep with extra working 
hours, have the exact opposite results seeing their performance plummet.  A good 8 
hours night’s sleep as well as an extra nap during the day are extremely necessary high 
performance factors. During sleeping hours, our brain’s physiology and morphology 
changes because new circuits of neural synapses are being built -based on the 



repeated stimuli our brain has been exposed to during our waking hours,- increasing 
our mental capacity.  Information we absorbed is being processed and classified  when 
we are in “sleeping mode”.  Sleep does not only help us replenish our energy reserves 
but it also helps increase our mental capacity boosting our performance on demanding 
tasks like trading. 
 

Chapter 2 : Pick your Life 

 
There are two types of life, the life of a vegetable and the life worth living, a life beyond 
limitations,  mostly out of your comfort zone, full of challenges, trials, errors, failures, 
expansion, growth, risks, and  rewards.  
 
-Is there a third option in between ?  
 
-Sorry, there isn’t. 
 
The life of a vegetable is extremely easy and because it’s a life you can live within your 
comfort zone forever, all those who love you and care about you, parents, society, 
system, make sure you pick it.  Do they really love you?  Well, parents may not know 
better.  If they have lived the life of a vegetable themselves, it’s logical to confuse 
slavery with security, because when the system enslaves your time making you work 
for it, keeping you alive so you can continue serving it, feels like security.  



 
The system wants highly qualified cheap workers, preferably working part-time.  The 
system needs vegetables. Of course it loves you. 
 
I grew up to live the life of a vegetable.  My childhood years were dedicated to an 
endless effort towards reaching the top of performance in my school and maintaining 
that status.  While gathering all distinctions available, I was throwing away my life trying 
to become System’s next best model of the ideal achiever.  
 
-Why did I use this dramatic statement “throwing away my life”? 
 
-Because life is made of days and days are made of hours.  Things we do during each 
day are habits based on decisions we made once.  Our decisions may have been right 
or wrong and that’s OK when you are an adult because you are free to decide and 
choose.  Therefore you are also free to change a bad decision switching to a good one. 
But when you are a child, models of life and their images feed your subconscious and 
you are forced to make choices others have decided that are good for you.  They 
systematically reward your habitual adjustment to their choices and every deviation is 
either punished or condemned.  When you are a child, everything represented  by the 
shell you call “family” becomes your norm.  Since the “family” is programmed to offer 
“new blood” of workers or servants to the System, you have no chance escaping their 
core beliefs.  And according to their core beliefs, you must work hard,  for as much 
time as possible to survive and offer to your future family the basics.  If you don’t work 
hard for endless hours, you are lazy and a disgrace to the family.  Those who are ultra 
affluent and enjoy dreamy lives, are either lucky or into some sort of criminal activity 
selling drugs, guns or evil services. 
 
This is a totally wrong core-belief to the epicenter of the social values and principles 
model we are being conditioned with.  It serves the system that wants us to be as 
automated servants as it gets, fully aligned to the rule of exchanging TIME, -our life’s 
currency- with MONEY.  
 
Don’t think that only factories’ workers or 4hours part-time replaceable outsourcers fit 
to this model.  It’s so powerful that even  people with extremely entrepreneurial 
attitude, all kinds of professionals and top corporate executives make excellent 
material for the “paver”. 



 
 
 
-Do you think you escaped the “paver” by owning a business? 
-Think again. 
 
You may be offering something to people who need it, can afford it and you also enjoy 
interacting with them.  That’s pure bliss and that’s exactly what kept me going when I 
was having my 3 Medical Stores, except one tiny detail…...TIME. 
 
If any kind of business or professional activity you do is profitable enough but leaves 
no FREE TIME to enjoy Life, you’re actually digging a big hole in the water.  
 
Countless extremely successful entrepreneurs, build great businesses, work on them 
-instead of working in them- and then sell them or grow them into colossus.  But the 
vast majority of entrepreneurs, get trapped into their successful businesses just like I 
had been trapped in mine. 
 
Actually, the trap is in your mind. The cage you’ve put yourself in, has its door open. 
The question is “will you trade the security of your cage with the challenge of infinity 
out of it?” 
 
-Are you the boss or the slave of your business? 
 
-What determines that? 
 



-TIME management. 
 
There has to be a perfect balance between the TIME you dedicate to your business 
and the TIME you dedicate to your life and guess where the bigger share of time 
should go.  Even those who accidentally stumble upon this principle, think that this can 
be settled on its own, randomly.  But the possibility for this to happen is as tiny as the 
possibility of throwing the particles of a swiss watch up to the air and expect them to 
fall down perfectly matched and assembled into a swiss watch.  It will never happen. 
We have to design and plan Life taking care of its every tiny detail.  That’s why we 
should leverage our mind’s power in order to minimize the TIME that goes to our 
business, maximizing the results that will enable us to enjoy much more TIME living life. 
 
It takes a set of core beliefs around what is truly essential in order to eradicate 
“busy-ness” from your business.  Fooling others about how busy you are working hard 
as you’ve been taught since childhood is the one face of this fallacy while you’re 
seeking external validation and social alibis, fooling yourself that your life is on the right 
track by wasting your precious time like sand slipping through your fingers is its other 
face, obviously a self-destructive one.  
 
You throw yourself into the vicious cycle of a never-ending  contest with invisible 
contestants and a judge.  This judge is a person in your life who’s approval and 
recognition means everything to you, while failing to get is crippling.  Think of that for a 
moment.  If that one person really loved you, would they judge and criticize you? Love 
is unconditional acceptance. You don’t need judges in your life, only Love.  
 



  
 
 
Instead of expanding you adjust and instead of demanding and claiming you 
compromise and shrink. 
 
You measure your life accomplishments by the expectations others have from you. 
 
Living the life of a “vegetable” is seemingly safe, but is it? 
 
You’ll come to realize it in best case scenario at your 80’s after having wasted away 
your beautiful young life?  How many chances to enjoy a truly exciting life will you have 
then? I bet dramatically fewer than when you’re 20, 30, 40 or 50.  Right?  
 
Discovering your true identity  may come as an event or as a journey of 
self-transformation usually after an unexpected turmoil. 
 
Well, I challenge you to do it now! 
 
 
 
 



 
 

Chapter 3 : Daily Habits  
 
You have the tremendous power it takes to turn your whole life upside down and 
re-design it exactly as you want it to be. You hold this power in your hands it’s the 
POWER OF NOW. 
 
You can’t change the past and you can’t control the future in the vague sense of it. 
You can’t say “I’ll do this in 3 years and 2 months from now”  and be absolutely certain 
you’ll do it.  Years are big amounts of time and depending on the details of a plan, 
months can be considered big amounts of time too. Weeks also. But you absolutely 
control your NOW, this bright day. Every moment of it. 
 
Every moment you’re present in your NOW you become invincible.  
 
-Why? 
-Because your past can’t harm you. All your poor choices, your mistakes, your bad 
moments are not just dead and inactive, they’re also being ignored, because you focus 
on the NOW.  Also the unknown future can’t scare you and you can’t feel stressed 
about it.  Its mighty monsters and threats get dissolved like smoke in the open air 



because you ignore them deliberately therefore they don’t exist at the only place they 
have ever existed...your mind.  
 
Being totally present in the NOW, you determine the rules of your life’s game in the 
form of baby-choices you make bringing you one after the other closer to materializing 
whatever you’re after. 
 
There are TWO and only TWO types of people on earth : the excuses people and the 
results people. 
 
If you’re stuck in the past clinging on the “shoulda, woulda, coulda” hooks, feeling like 
a victim of people and circumstances, submerged into a deep sea of misery, self-pity 
and depression, stay there.  I can’t cope with your excuses, neither can you.  FOREX 
Trading is not for you.  
 
As Dolly Parton said “get off your cross….someone needs the wood”. 
 
If you belong to the result-ers, here is a simple yet effective action guide. 
 
YOU are your best asset and present moments, your “NOW’s”  are your Life’s 
Currency. That’s what you’re giving away in exchange for money when you work for 
somebody else and that’s what you should manage wisely if you want to re-design 
your life the way you dream it and deserve it. 
 
Your NOW moments will come and go ….come and go…...anyway.  You have the 
option to let them pass by and surrender to the circumstances. When you’ll find your 
life spinning without orientation, you’ll always blame the torque others gave you 
pushing you on purpose -their purpose- or by mistake -your mistake of standing in 
their way.  The future you dreamed will  never become your reality because walls, 
floors  and ceilings are not good in creating futures out of thin air.  Walls, floors and 
ceilings have absorbed your wasted NOW’s imprisoning them forever. 
 
Theory is nice but putting theory into practice is even nicer.  So far we have spotted 
the one and only reason why the vast majority of people fail in life or specifically in 
Forex. Success process is the same everywhere. 
 
People fail not because they don’t try, or don’t want enough or aren’t skillful and 
competent, or because they don’t work hard.  They fail because their wasted NOW’s 
beat their creative ones. 



 
People fail because they start with enthusiasm and quit in a few weeks, days or hours. 
They leave nice projects un-finished.  They let their NOW’s slip like sand through their 
fingers and instead of leveraging them, they rely on prayers and wishful thinking. 
 
Prayers and wishful thinking are good, only after you’ve done your daily homework. 
 
So here is an EXERCISE for you. 
 
You’ll need a pocket notebook and a pen.  I know you love technology, I love it too. 
This exercise is a personal thing and has nothing to do with technology that connects 
you to the world. So let’s keep it strictly personal. 
 
On this notebook I want you to keep track of all your daily habits for one week. 
 
 

 



 
During the day you will be writing only the habits and their duration in minutes or hours 
whatever is easier for you.  When you go to bed, before you fall asleep, take five 
minutes to classify each habit as a physical one that is related to the body and its 
activity, as an emotional one that relates to how your heart feels, as a mental one that 
is associated to mind-work, or as a spiritual one that is related to your higher self,  the 
part of you that dreams, visualizes, philosophizes and makes creative plans.  Then 
decide if each habit is good or bad for you.  If it is good place a plus symbol next to it. 
If it’s bad, place a minus.  Good habits are those that benefit us and push us higher on 
our way to success and happiness. Bad habits are our saboteurs. They’re small 
enough not to kill us today but adding up day by day for years and decades they 
transform us into human-trash. 
 
Keep habits that make you so fantastic you’d fall in love with yourself at a heartbeat. 
 
The scopes of the exercise are two.  To spot your bad habits and replace them with 
good ones and to determine how much time you can dedicate to Trading without 
causing any pressure or unbalance to your daily schedule.  Ultimately, you should 
design your set of daily habits in a way that is absolute fun for you and nothing else. 
Depression which is associated with the past and stress which is linked to fears of the 
future, have no place in your life.  Use the power of NOW to eradicate them. Focus on 
your TODAYS  and make the most out of them having fun in the process. 
 
Bad habits can’t be deleted.  There are whole circuits of neurons created in our brain 
especially for each one of them, coordinated by the basal ganglia so that these habits 
are being properly supported in terms of full automation and of course you don’t have 
to think about repeating them. They come effortlessly in forms of patterns which you 
can’t break, only replace parts of them. 
 
Actually by establishing new healthier habits, you re-shape your brain’s morphology 
and reprogram its physiology.  If you stick with your new improved habits for a few 
months, your brain’s scans would show you are a brand new version of yourself.  Do 
that! 
 

Chapter 4 : New Habits = New Life 
 
"We are the product of our choices”. 

Anonymous 



The reason I insist in replacing old self-destructive habits with new self-empowering 
ones is not theoretical.  If theory was all I wanted to share with you, I would have 
stopped already.  But theory without action is just wishful thinking and here we want 
tangible results, not just impressive conclusions and nice wishes. 
 
So, I thought I should give you some ideas and a practical guide towards shaping your 
own new self-empowering habits with real-life examples which you may use as they 
are or adjust them to your liking. 
 
I want you to watch the Youtube VIDEO “5 Things Successful people do before 8am” 
from Terri Savelle Foy which you’ll also find on the RESOURCES Section of the book. 
 
Go ahead and hate me as much as you want, but I’ll keep hammering the truth down to 
your head till you stop resisting and accept it  :  “if you truly want to achieve a 
SUCCESS status, you have to commit to a SUCCESS ATTITUDE which breaks down 
to DAILY HABITS that enhance your physical, mental, emotional and spiritual capacity 
kicking you out of your comfort zone”.  
 
It is SIMPLE but it isn’t EASY. Success is not easy and comes with a “price”. Very few 
people are determined to commit paying the price.  That’s why only a tiny percentage 
of people are successful.  
 
And the best time in the day to establish new habits is early in the morning.  As Terri 
Savelle Foy says, we must not compare ourselves with other people and what they’re 
doing.  If we are determined to change our life, making big dreams, it means we have 
to make a big commitment.  And that commitment to step into our new brighter life 
starts the moment we push the alarm button every day. 
 
Waking up early in the morning is not easy.  Looking forward to the exciting new day 

which will be designed as we want it to 
be, shaping new realities out of 
nowhere with our creativity and 
determination, is not something that 
“masses” can do.  It takes 
commitment. 
 
We have to be our truly special self, 
the brilliant individual we are meant to 
be, not the hypnotized socially 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KnRV_FK-5R8


conditioned and media-fed humanoid that runs through its daily routine like hamsters 
on their mill. 
 
Praying as soon as we wake up in the morning is not easy.  Media have poisoned 
our minds to believe that even talking about God is utterly “un-cool” and  if we really 
want to talk about something superior than any cheap and slutty celebrity’s “posterior”, 
we should call it “the Universe”.  
 
Well, I challenge you to be UN-COOL.  The God our parents and grandparents believed 
in is the God that was keeping couples happily together and the magical glue to 

families where love was the primary currency. 
Because God exists inside us making us the 
unique magnificent creatures we are, being 
the source of all our blessings and incredible 
powers, is the one we should turn to in order 
to reconnect with our inner infinite potential 
and express it to our outer world .  Without 
faith in God we are  lost souls  like these 
puppets with tattoos all over their bodies, 
pierced tongues, navels and other parts, 
drug-addicts behavior,  no moral values, 
inexistent education,  spiritual coma, 
behavior which is synonym to being 
possessed by daemons,  used by Hollywood 
as “models” for the new generations, while 
they need special care and in most cases 
urgent hospitalization.  
 
Jeff, one of my FXHOLICS sent me his 
beautiful morning  prayer to share it with you 

and I thank him for that.  At first, I made a nice graphic in order to insert the Prayer’s 
text in the Book. But then, I thought that you may be not Christian and for religious 
reasons, you might feel that Jeff’s prayer may not resonate with you.  
 
But because I want to give you a sample of a fantastic Prayer, I’ll choose an  Ancient 
Greek Prayer which was given to the Ancient Greeks by their Gods thousands of years 
ago in the form of an Alphabet...the Greek Alphabet.  
 



This Book is about FOREX Technical Analysis and decoding the Market’s behavior, so 
giving you this precious morning Prayer to the Sun, which is encoded in one of world’s 
most ancient and still alive Alphabets makes a better fit for this book because it can’t 
be linked to any present Religion or any spiritual diversities between us :) 
 
Here it is : 

 
The morning prayer is the art of letting our heart sing like a bird full of joy and gratitude 
for being alive and for being capable of materializing our dreams.  It’s about Thanking 
and then Asking for guidance and reassurance.  And of course it’s about Believing and 
expecting what’s best for us and those we love and care for. 
 
 
Exercising in the morning is definitely something only few can stay disciplined to. 
It is not bad if you have scheduled your gym hours at late afternoon or at night, but 
including any kind of exercise regime early in the morning is a true energy booster and 
makes a big difference.  After drinking water ideally with a couple of lemon juice drops 
in it, you can go for your early-morning workout routine which can be as exotic as the 5 



Tibetan Rites, also called  “the Fountain of Youth” ,  or as common as walking or 
jogging. 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Cats are a great example to follow and copy in terms of body-stretching and toning on 
a daily basis.  Basically, there are two ways of doing your daily exercises.  You can 
either exercise in public or at home.  Going to the Gym, running, jogging, biking  or 
walking are kinds of exercise you do publicly.  
 
I started walking one hour per day along the beach, three years ago, when I decided to 
get back in perfect shape, also adopting a healthy nutrition program.  Walking for at 
least one hour per day, every day will have a dramatic impact on your well-being and 
body shape too, even if you don’t have a fantastic beach to walk along like the one I 
have, do your walking around your neighborhood’s blocks. The results will be amazing 
and I’m sure you’re going to love this habit.  
 
But don’t underestimate the power of workouts at home. 
 
I can tell you that jogging for no more than 30 minutes every morning in the middle of 
your room is an absolute fat burner and a very fast body-shaper ...or should I say 
body-transformer?  Of course, it isn’t as easy as it sounds because you’ll want to quit 
after the first 5 minutes, you’ll hate yourself  after 10 minutes, you’ll hate me after  15 
minutes and you’ll probably hate the whole world after  20 minutes. But if you keep 



jogging till you complete a 30 minutes round, I guarantee that once you stop, although 
you may not have sweated much, you’ll see drops of sweat exploding out of your 
forehead, your whole body will be burning and the sense of accomplishment will be 
incredible. 
Recently, I decided to go stretching at home using an Exercise Ball and below I’m 

giving you a LINK to one of the 
hundreds of Workouts you can 
find on YouTube if you are a lady 
(you can find the link at the 
RESOURCES Section too).  
 
There are tons of YouTube 
Workout VIDEOS in case you are a 
gentleman interested in 
weightlifting at home  or upper 
body workouts at home that 
literally tone up all your muscles 
(you can find the links at the 
RESOURCES Section)  

 
Here is a set of 10 excellent Exercises for Body  strengthening  which you’ll find 
absolutely addictive.  You can do Yoga at home, you can use ONLY your body’s 
weight to train every muscle group to the ultimate degree and in general, all it takes is 
C O M M I T M E N T. 
 
After you finish your morning exercise routine, have a refreshing shower and let the 
water clean your body taking away all toxins. Treat yourself with the luxurious habit of 
spreading essential oils to your face and body, a ritual that only takes a few minutes 
but gives your skin a feeling that words just can’t describe. 
 
Meditating and visualizing early in the morning is not easy either.  While praying is 
connecting with God, meditating is about introspection.  After having finished an 
intense body-stretching and sweat-breaking workout, completed with an energizing 
shower, now it’s time to relax and concentrate.  
 

Having sold well over 50 million records, including the platinum selling Mr. Blue Sky 
(music video), Jeff Lynne knows a thing or two about creating hit records. 
 
When asked, where he gets his inspiration from he replied, "Tea." 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6-SKQf6EN_s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6-SKQf6EN_s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6-SKQf6EN_s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U0bhE67HuDY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cuDNewVmbHM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cuDNewVmbHM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=McHfvcJ7KsA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_fzOJX1Is_U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LMY5xe36cfE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LMY5xe36cfE


Lynne says that the most important part of writing a great song is to make sure that he                                   
tunes himself before he tunes his instruments. 
Before he starts writing, Lynne sits on his own in his garden in Beverly Hills with a cup                                   
of tea and just lets his mind wander. By the time he's finished his cup of tea he usually                                     
has a riff or a phrase that is the starting point of a song. Sometimes it requires a second                                     
cup of tea, but never a third. 
The likes of Picasso, Mozart, Einstein and many other greats have championed the                         
practice of silence and solitude as a source of great ideas. 
Research by neuroscientists has backed what Nikolas Tesla, inventor of the electric                       
motor, said over 100 years ago that, 
"The mind is sharper and keener in seclusion and uninterrupted solitude. Originality                       
thrives in silence. Be alone, that is the secret of invention. Be alone, that is when ideas                                 
are born." 
The clue to the source of inspiration lies in the root of the word itself, in  spirit. 
As well as being a source of creativity, I find that being still and tapping into your spirit                                   
at the beginning of the day, increases your resilience for the rest of the day and muffles                                 
the madness. 

from Sunil Bali’s Blog 
 
Being relaxed and focusing on our breath in silence and serenity, we slowly turn into 
observers of the parade of thoughts that pass through our mind trying to “Tidy Up” the 
usual mess caused by having been bombarded with all kinds of  contradictory 
influences and information.  Deep Meditation can take us into the scenery of our 
materialized dreams, placing us to the heart of our life’s movie for which we wrote the 
script, we are the directors and also play the key role. Being at this state of connection 
with our higher self, we get to review our dreams and goals. 
 
They say “dream and make art in abundance, live in secrecy and balance”.  And if you ask 
as many successful people as you can talk to, they’ll tell you that “fake it till you make 
it” is a key ingredient to success.  That means, you should deliberately and repetitively 
-meditation time every morning is the best time to do it-  dive into the tiny details of 
how the reality you are pursuing is supposed to look like, sound like, smell like, taste 
like and feel like as if it was the only reality you experience right now. Meditation cleans 
your mind from the “clutter” and facilitates visualization which is the projection on your 
mind’s main screen of the set of images  that represent your perfect life. 
Subconscious mind, being immensely susceptible to “imagination” because images 
are its “food”, consumes every little piece of the information you give and being unable 
to make the distinction between reality and imagination, it gets the signal that this is 

http://www.sunilbali.com/blog/


the life you’re currently having, therefore it should be protected, maintained and 
enhanced. 
 
Having a great and healthy breakfast sounds obvious but to most of us it isn’t. 
Quite often we skip breakfast because we’re in a hurry for all the wrong reasons which 
seem to be right at that moment. So after the long hours of fasting during our sleep, we 
leave our body undernourished by not breaking the fast (break+fast=breakfast). We 
would definitely fill our car’s gas tank before taking a long trip, but we neglect at the 
blink of an eye replenishing our body’s energy reserves at the beginning of one more 
demanding day. And when we do it, we prefer to throw trash and fillers in our stomach 
rather than nutrients and energy boosters.  
 
Avoid sugar, avoid artificially inflated foods based on flour, dough or starch that are 
fillers with zero nutrients. Instead of croissants and toasts with tons of carbohydrates 
and bad fats, I go for boiled eggs, barley rusk, feta cheese, avocado with lemon and 
extra virgin olive oil, olives, plain white yoghurt, kefir,  almonds and honey with some 
ground cinnamon on top, nuts, black raisins, dates,  greek coffee or loose leaves tea, 
orange juice, a banana or an apple, melon or grapes depending on the season. These 
are some of my preferences for a breakfast full of power foods and truly delicious. 
Probably you have even better alternatives in your country.  Cold cuts, sausages, 
bacons and hams or fried foods, have no place in your plate and in your stomach.  It is 
my personal belief that, when there is no violence in the way we collect our food from 
nature and prepare it, food will be a source of rich pleasant flavors and gentle 
nourishment for our body.  Also remember, that your food must give a chance to your 
teeth and gums to function, unless if you are a 4 months old baby in which case you 
are perfectly excused to eat only soft mashed food. 
 
Be extremely selective of what you put in your body.  Taking good care of your 
nutrition, as well as exercising for 30-45 minutes per day at least five days of the week, 
are the two key factors that guarantee an excellent physical condition and a perfect 
shape. On the other hand, being overweight and seeing sagging breasts, inner thighs 
and inner arms, or tubes of fat around your stomach, every time you look into the 
mirror, will hurt your self-appreciation so deeply that no FOREX Success or any other 
kind of financial success will be able to ease the pain. And I really suggest you start by 
fixing your body before you start Live Trading because Markets are such a tough 
arena, you’ll need all the self-esteem and self-appreciation you can get in order to keep 
yourself standing up and moving on. When you get there, you’ll agree with my 
suggestion and you’ll understand why love for yourself should come first. 
 



Listening to a faith-building message sounds simple but doing it every day 
requires commitment.  It may be Earl Nightingale’s inspirational and motivational 
messages, or it may be a string of Affirmations you have written on a piece of paper 
and are bound to repeat at least 20 times per day giving to your subconscious mind 
the stimulus it wants to get going.  You can listen to the message or repeat the 
Affirmations during your exercise or while driving to work, but make sure you listen to it 
as part of your early morning routine because it will put the rest of your day in the right 
orbit. 
 
Read  
They say “leaders are readers”.  And you may ask “but how can any sort of leadership 
apply to the solo sport that’s called FOREX Trading?” This can be the topic of a very 
long discussion but I’ll keep it short highlighting only what you should always keep in 
mind.  
 
You are the average of your Five Best Friends. That stands true for your pursuits, your 
degree of success, your financial results, your net worth, the magnitude of your 
achievements, your relationships statuses and your degree of fulfillment. 
 
Being interested in SUCCESS, I guess Warren Buffett or Bill Gates may not be among 
your Five Closest Friends and probably neither any of the FORTUNE 500 CEO’s is or 
may be in the near future.  
 
-Does it mean you are doomed to mediocrity forever? 
-Not if you “cheat” on your limited reality going around it using the alternative of 
reading.  Because when you read a book written by a successful person which you 
might never have the chance of approaching let alone meeting, you actually put this 
author inside your life’s inner circle of top-influencers. The more time you spend every 
day reading Books from people who are already successful, the more you substitute 
your “below average” friends with TOP-LEVEL ones.  These new TOP-LEVEL friends of 
yours share with you their thoughts about success, their philosophies as well as their 
methodologies about getting there. And you can have all their wealth of knowledge and 
experience at your fingertips by READING their books.  So practically you can enrich 
your Best-Friends circle by adding 12 new TOP-LEVEL ones each year assuming you 
are going to read at least 12 new Books each one 300pages long, written by great 
Authors on the topic of Success. That breaks down to reading one Book per month or 
10 pages per day. 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GakfEmYBukQ


Reading 10 pages per day while you’re having your Breakfast, is a habit which can be 
a powerful success catalyst on its own. 
 
These powerful minds will gradually re-shape your way of thinking awakening your best 
values and resurfacing the leader in you. Although FOREX Trading is a Solo Sport, 
you’ll need to be a true Leader in order to constantly be in control of your Trades, you’ll 
need to think like a Leader in order to “decode” Market’s behavior, you’ll have to be a 
Leader once you start building wealth because now you’ll have power and an 
increased degree of responsibility towards a broader range of people around you 
unless if your only ultimate goal is to eat, drink and wear all your money till the last 
penny.  One little reminder though, your stomach is only as big as your fist and so is 
your heart. Make sure you manage both of them wisely. 
 
Morning kiss.  If you agree that one word text message on your mobile in the middle 
of an ugly and stressful day can suddenly turn it into the brightest and most beautiful 
day of your life, then you most possibly think that Love is a mutual thing. This is what 
our Society wants us to believe. This is what the System wants us to live by.  Shared 
Love, shared Lives, common feelings, equality, homogeneity, ...a mass that is aligned 
to the same living, feeling, being patterns. No individuality, no uniqueness, no 
extraordinary people with extraordinary lives and extraordinary feelings.  
 
But we are not numbers and we are not ordinary. Each and every one of us is a unique 
and special star, a whole precious world on her/his own.  
 
In Love and in all kinds of relationships -even in  FOREX Trading when we interact with 
the Markets-  the responsibility of the Relationship is not shared 50-50% or 80-20% or 
whatever the System likes to bubble about. 
 
Each one of us carries the FULL Responsibility, 100% of the Relationship’s status.  If 
we don’t do it, it means we leave it up to random circumstances and instead of being 
100% in control of it, we choose to be the victims of the circumstances. 
 
We have to start by giving Love with all our heart and all our being, counting our 
significant other’s breaths and getting under their skin.  Only through taking 100% of 
Responsibility, we’ll be at the receiving end of this Relationship because instinctively, 
our Significant other will want to reciprocate exercising their 100% of Responsibility for 
the Relationship.  
 



This pattern is active on all kinds of relationships. It works on our relationships with our 
children, our family, our friends, our colleagues, our clients, everyone. We have to Start 
by Giving without setting the barriers of expectations. 
 
And we must Love unconditionally.  Because the people who we call ours need us 
more when they are in a sort of “hell” rather than in “heaven”.  And they need our 
Unconditional Love, a hand to hold, a shoulder to lean on a kiss to recharge their 
energy reserves with.  
 
“I will always mourn  do you hear me?  for you, 
alone, in heaven…”   

The Monogram  Elytis 
 
And here comes my theory about the true essence of a kiss. 
 
When we breathe, during inhaling, we can’t speak because it’s “thinking time”. 
Thinking is an ethereal process which is the result of our brain’s synapses getting 
selectively energized by our immortal spirit, our core essence which we call “soul” the 
“psyche” as it is called in Greek defined by Aristotle as “entelecheia” which means 
“having a scope”. Our soul’s scope is our spiritual awareness our empowerment till we 
reach perfection.  So when we kiss someone we love, we exchange soul-energy and 
that is vital for our very own existence. We call what we feel “emotions” but actually 
they are energy upgrades of our soul after having done energy exchanges with the 
other person’s soul. 
 
That’s why it is important to kiss our loved ones in the mouth, looking straight in their 
eyes  telling them how special they are for us every morning.  Our lips seal the passage 
of energy from one to the other.  They need our Energy, we need theirs. 
 
Because we Love and feel Loved, life’s purpose becomes solid. 
 
In the Markets’ jungle, we must go with our emotional capacity at its highest peak and 
our sense of purpose strong and clear.  
 
Personal “gorgeousness-meter” 
 
There is a person who will be with you till your last breath, a person who will tolerate all 
your whims and get along with all your dark sides.  This person desperately needs your 
attention but most of the times gets ignored and mistreated.  This person craves for 



your appreciation and in return is willing to give you the whole world but instead is 
being confined within the inhuman cell of contempt, often for decades. This person is 
YOURSELF. 
 
You may think that the outer landscape of your everyday reality is the one that 
influences your inner landscape, that of your soul.  You desperately seek a change of 
scenery, a change of companion, a change of job, a change of neighborhood,  thinking 
that this is the way to improve your mood. 
 
But in reality things work following the exact opposite pattern. 
 
Your bad relationship with yourself, your low self-appreciation and self-esteem, your 
feelings of guilt and limitations others have planted into your mind, push you to treat 
yourself like an enemy rather than like your best ally.  
 
I’m not going to lecture you on a topic which goes far beyond my field of expertise but 
I can share with you a little habit I have developed since I made peace with myself and 
rediscovered the Force of Nature that flows through me as it flows through each 
person. 
 
After my divorce, I went through a seven years long depression which I managed 
studying neurosciences, reading tons of books, connecting with people via the Web 
and having my children’s love keeping me in one piece.  As soon as I decided to 
forgive myself for my past mistakes and restored my Self Image putting it at the 
highest possible position, healing process accelerated and within the next few years 
my whole life changed. 
 
You see, everything we do in life is being filtered through our Self Image. If it is not 
aligned with it we drop it at the speed of flash.  If our Self Image is that of a mediocrity 
that can never accomplish anything special and struggles to make ends meet with an 
annual income at the region of  $20000 or less, no matter how hard we’ll try and how 
disciplined we’ll stay during FOREX Trading, we will never be able to push the annual 
income bar higher because this possibility will be automatically rejected and sabotaged 
by our limited Self Image. 
 
And if you allow me to get a bit blunt, let me tell you that our whole Life is about 
Marketing and how well we are able to sell our Self Image so that other people buy our 
products, services or the idea of being in our presence. 
 



Every salesperson will tell you, that if you don’t appreciate what you’re selling, your 
sales figures will suffer.  If you don’t believe in yourself, why should others believe in 
you? 
 
Yes, I know, FOREX is a solo Sport and you’re not supposed to sell anything to anyone 
at least on a face to face manner.  But because it is a Solo Sport, YOU are the Team, 
the Coach and the Audience at the same time.  So if you haven’t established a 
harmonious relationship with yourself,  don’t even dare to think about Trading FOREX. 
 
You need to truly like and love yourself and I don’t mean the psychopathic kind of 
narcissistic self-centered love.  I mean the healthy self-acceptance and appreciation 
that is your birthright and something you deserve a priori on an unconditional basis, 
just because you exist. 
 
How many years will you let pass till you realize what a gem YOU are today? 
 
So here is a quick morning routine I really enjoy following. 
 
I go to my mirror, look myself in the eye, smile and say words of Love, Encouragement 
and Self Appreciation like : 
 
“I am so proud of myself and all I have achieved so far”. 
“I know I can do whatever I set my mind on”. 
“I’m a truly great trader and I can be a real star”. 
“It’s OK if I had a few failures. Failures are setting the path to my meteoric success” 
“Success is my only option because I can and because I deserve it” 
“I love myself with all my past mistakes and I feel richer because of them” 
“I admire myself because of my courage and perseverance” 
“I’m a Fighter” 
“I’m a Winner” 
“I know I can shine and I’ll shine” 
 
I may even kiss my reflection in the Mirror and while you’re laughing, let me assure you 
that this has worked miracles for me. Having this great relationship with myself, 
loneliness is an unknown term in my life although most of the time I’m on my own 
either because my Man is in another country or children are not around. 
 



I call this funny habit of mine my “gorgeousness-meter” but you can name it as you 
like. Every morning I recharge my self-appreciation batteries before I throw myself into 
the Markets Battlefield.  Think about doing the same. The difference is tremendous. 
 

● Before going to sleep routine 
How you close your day is equally important with how you opened it.  Being an active 
FOREX Trader means that your day is full of tension. I know you do your best to keep 
your psychology positive and your mood high but stress is all over the Marketplace 
and chasing a constantly moving train, isn’t quite the kind of a funny scenario. 
 
Most of us, FOREX Traders or not, tend to close our day with a soul-consuming replay 
of the things we should rather forget.  But instead,  we can’t help sinking in the muddy 
waters of self-pity.  It feels so normal.  And it is normal because since the moment we 
were born, crying was the spontaneous reaction. Laughter was something we had to 
learn a few months later.  Crying and self-pity is the force of entropy pulling us back to 
non-existence.  It’s easy to quit and let this force kill us passing through a sweet 
lethargic state.  The hard thing is to resist and choose to stay upbeat, to laugh, to be 
grateful, to dream, to plan, to visualize, to push ourselves deliberately ahead to the 
road of self-actualization being the unlimited potential individuals we truly are. 
 

 
As late Dr Wayne Dyer says on this   “Last 5 Mins 

before You Sleep”   VIDEO, referred to a statement 

found in the Book of Job which goes like this :  
 
“In a dream, in a vision of the night, when deep sleep 
falls upon men, while slumbering in their beds, then He 
opens the ears of men and seals their instruction” 
 
Dr Wayne interprets the scripture explaining that 
during our sleep our Subconscious Mind is busy at 
work and it is about to materialize whatever our 
final thoughts before going to bed have been, not 
being able to tell the fears from the hopes, reality 
from imagination.  So it is very important, to 
embrace the right attitude which will bring us the 
best results.  By going to bed with positive 

thoughts and feelings, having designed in detail our next day giving it the 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4h8It0nevWI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4h8It0nevWI


ideal shape and “colors” just before we fall asleep, we practically are 
placing an “order” with our Subconscious mind’s hyperactive “realities 
factory” to the right direction, that of our wishes and dreams instead of 
attracting more of what makes us sad and frustrated. 
 

I like to close my day with a glass of red wine. Enjoying the wine, I let my 
imagination’s horses run wild.  I feel blessed and fortunate for being who I am 
and riding the wave of my enthusiasm, I paint next day’s images and feed my 
Subconscious Mind with them. This scheduling  doesn’t take more than 5 
minutes and when sleep falls over my eyes, my instructions are there, ready to 
be “sealed”. 

 

Chapter 5 : Fear and Bath Tub 
And now that we discussed about re-designing your life by replacing bad habits with 
good ones, let’s be more specific about the business of FOREX Trading and the best 
ways to approach it so that success is at your grasp. 
 
-Is FOREX Trading a business?  
-Yes. It is the type of business where everybody else’s business is your business, 
because you trade money and every business uses and needs money. 
 
Now, if you don’t see FOREX as a Business you better change this approach 
immediately.  And if you don’t want to change it, please read no further. This book is 
not for you. 
 
FOREX Trading is the ideal type of business which if done right, taking only one trade 
per day on only one pair and going for a handful of pips according to a very well 
designed plan,  having mathematics and time as your allies, you can make as much 
money as you want being free for the most hours of your day to enjoy life.  
 
Those who trade having sweat popping on their forehead and holes opening in their 
stomach because they’re throwing to the Markets their savings, their kids’ college 
money, their mortgage payment money, or borrowed money,  are nothing more than 
gamblers. Trading should be fun.  If you don’t have fun while trading, it means you 
don’t know what you’re doing so maybe you should stop doing it right away. 
 
Unfortunately, I have  to say that since I started familiarizing myself with FOREX and for 
the first few years - yes, years-  I had the most ridiculous association with it.  To me, 



FOREX Trading was nothing more than a hobby, an exciting activity that I wasn’t very 
proud of, without knowing why and on the other hand, it was making me feel as a 
member of a secret society of the few and the special who had access to a Market 
with a turnover of Trillions  per day.  
 
I was imagining those other members of this Secret Society, being mostly men around 
the age of sixty who were true aristocrats, playing golf every day, enjoying top luxuries 
and probably having some sort of antennas or green skin or something that might be 
indicative of their outworldly intelligence that enabled them to sense which direction 
the candlesticks would go next.  
 
But as soon as I made my first unexpected profits which evaporated even faster than 
made, I realized that the majority of independent traders were young students, single 
mothers, entrepreneurs, corporate executives, teachers, cooks, factory workers, 
nurses, shops-owners, were people from all walks of life and all ages,….were just like 
me….actually were parts of me...snapshots of myself during various steps of my 
Life-Journey. 
 
A wild hunger erupted inside me.  The hunger to succeed.  I wanted to learn as much 
as possible about the science and the skillful art of trading.  I daydreamed of the 
dynamics of geometric progression and thought about the power of LEVERAGE in 
FOREX.  I started calculating pips and dollars with my pocket calculator till there was 
not enough space for the 9 and 10 figures amounts I was discovering. I started using 
time-models where the perfect trader was trading 18 hours per day making endless 
pips nonstop.  
 
Then, I lost myself in dreams of a billionaire’s lifestyle, having all life’s minutiae being 
taken care of by a secretary, a butler, a personal trainer, a chef…a small army of 
assistants each one assigned to do for me the best possible on a particular field of 
services so I can invest my precious time in doing things that take me to my highest 
level as a person and enjoy life through a cascade of experiences that constantly keep 
my comfort zone expanding.  I lost myself in an ocean of love. My billions had the 
power to change the lives of many people.  I saw hands touching me, eyes smiling….I 
heard laughters and words of joy and gratitude.  I was in heaven.   I wanted to bring 
this dream into my reality. Every tiny part of it.  I had to take action. 
 
First, I should learn FOREX. This would take time and during that time, I would keep 
doing what I was doing to keep the bills paid and bring food to the table.  I was right 
about that part.  Soon FOREX Trading and Technical Analysis Books started coming in 



AMAZON carton boxes of five and seven books at a time.  What I discovered though 
was that I could easily put them in one of three categories :  a) those written by 
successful traders who had not the communication gift  and couldn’t pass their 
knowledge to the reader in an easy to understand and act upon manner,  b) those 
written by people who didn’t know a thing about successful FOREX Trading, because 
when you really know something, you can explain it effectively to a 5 years old child 
and reading those books I could easily forget my name adding more confusion to an 
already complicated topic  and c) those written by people who wanted to prove their 
expertise in Technical Analysis and deep Mathematics.  
 
Then I thought that I would need a decent amount of money to start LIVE Trading with, 
once I would have learned how to trade.  I was wrong here.  
 
Eleven years fast forward, I had lost more money than I would dare to admit, but 
managed to “break the code” of FOREX Trading.  This code is what I’m sharing 
through my FXHOLIC System of Trading and because I noticed that giving Signals to 
my APPS Users was not enough help and not everyone could join my interactive 
Training Programs, I decided to create two New Series of Books, “Happy Pips” and 
“Boring Trades” sharing my thinking process applying FXHOLIC System step by step 
over and over again , one trade setup at a time.  
 
Fear is the emotion generated by the sense of the unknown... the unexpected. It's one 
of the self-defense and self-protection mechanisms  ingrained in our psychosynthesis 
being reproduced by situations and environments physical or imaginary, that represent 
threats. 
 
Fear is what a new Trader feels because of their lack of knowledge and the possible 
consequences this may have on their money. 
 

When asked what's the biggest thing that stops people from living their dream,             
Sir Richard Branson replied, "The fear of failure." 
 



 
 

Yet this is a fear we're not born with. We're actually only born with two fears, the                 
fear of falling and the fear of loud noises. All other fears are learned as we grow                 
up. 
 
Young children are happy because their minds haven't downloaded the file           
"what could go wrong." They're more awake to each moment than most adults             
because their world of wonder isn't shrouded in the mist of conditioning. 
 
Fear of failure has people running the same mental patterns, because as soon as              
they get to the edge of their comfort zone, their psychological handbrake comes             
on. 
 
The problem with the comfort zone is that nothing ever grows there, apart from              
dissatisfaction and waistlines. 
 
The paradox of living a great life is that you don't just learn to do things better;                 
you also unlearn all the energy sapping, dream stealing habits you've picked up             
in your life. You keep dropping them until you find the real, authentic, natural              
you, and that's when the magic happens. 
Of course, we all have times when our psychological handbrake is on. But to              
take it off, simply do what children at nursery school do ..... love, laugh, play and                
create ..... every day.    ( From Sunil Bali’s Newsletter ) 

http://www.sunilbali.com/blog/


 
 
Fear can be tamed by taking action.  Actually you have to do what you're most afraid 
of in order to terminate your fear of it. 

 
-But what if doing what I'm mostly afraid of I lose all my money? 
Well...what you're afraid of is taking the risk to Trade without knowledge. And this is a 
bad risk which justifies your fear. 
 
The gambler takes a bad risk shooting in the dark and hoping he'll get lucky. 
Good risk is the absolute prerequisite of success.  It is called pre-calculated risk. 
Getting the results you want at once without multiple repetitions of your efforts and 
without going through failures, is almost impossible. Therefore, focusing on your 
"failure rate" towards reaching your goals is essential. 
 
That means, you must calculate the risks you have to take  -the failure rate - and to do 
that, you need knowledge. 
 
The Fear of losing your money Trading FOREX is a healthy feeling and it can be 
eliminated through Learning Process.  Learning to use the Tools of Technical Analysis 
as part of your Risk Management Arsenal is what will help you replace fear with 
confidence and soul-consuming stress with fun. 
 
It sounds simple and it is.  But as simple it is to do it, is also to NOT do it.  
 
So practically, it all boils down to Learning how to Trade FOREX.  And that's the point 
where most of the new Traders get trapped, for two reasons :  they seek knowledge 
from the wrong sources or they try to learn the wrong way . 
 
-Would you try to learn to swim in a bathtub? 
 

 



 
 
I know it sounds ridiculous and you may laugh but most of new Traders are doing 
exactly that.  If you think why you'd never learn to swim in a bathtub, you'll realize that 
it's because in a bathtub there is ZERO RISK. And I mean the Good Risk that helps us 
succeed.  
 
Traders,  bite  Brokers' "bait"  about DEMO-Trading and they start DEMO-Trading. But 
because a DEMO-Account has nothing in common with a Live Account and has ZERO 
RISK, they soon open LIVE Accounts -making their Brokers' dreams come true- and 
lose all their money in a few months because they haven't even started Learning. 
 
To Learn, you need to take Pre-Calculated Risks using real money.  Your Success 
passes through a sequence of failures . In other words, Failure is your Ticket to 
Success.  We have to make it Cheap. 
 
DEMO-Trading is useful  for familiarizing yourself with Trading Systems and testing 
their effectiveness when Trading Systems’ Rules are applied. 
 
To recap, Failure is necessary tool towards Learning to be a Successful FOREX Trader 
and if a DEMO-Account doesn't give you the chance to fail, it means you must learn 
Trading with a LIVE Account. 
 



That's right.  But before you hate me, let me draw your attention to a sequence of 
numbers : 
 
100   --   200   --   400   --  800   --  1600 
 
Starting from  $100 I need 4 Doublings to make $1600.  Rewarding myself with $600 
and leaving the  amount of $1000 in my LIVE Account, I'm only 10 Doublings away 
from my 1st Million. 
 
What a fun way to Learn FOREX Trading and make money in the process! Well...that's 
FXHOLIC's Way to FOREX Success :) 
 
They say it takes some time to do great things. To do the impossible it only takes a bit 
more time :) 
 
Using FXHOLIC's Equation which we'll discuss next, we can learn how to determine 
the size of our position,  keeping our lots size to equity ratio fixed, we'll determine our 
Daily Pips target which will not exceed 20pips and we'll estimate in how many Trading 
Days we'll be able to Double our Account's Money. 
 
In FXHOLIC Equation, we symbolize with the letter "d" the number of Trading Days we 
need in order to Double our Account's Equity.  Trading is about confidence and 
positive psychology.  Trading should be fun.  When confidence doesn't come from the 
fact that you know how to Trade, we inject it to your mind starting with a Micro 
Account and $100.  How dramatic impact  on your Life can losing a big part of your 
$100 have? Can it destroy your sense of fun?  Absolutely not. 
On the other hand, it may take you 5 months to turn your first $100 into $200. 
  
-Do you know what you're doing all these months? 
  
-Learning in True Market's Environment. 
 
Next Doublings may be shorter and usually are much shorter but by the time you'll 
have turned your initial $100 into $1600 earth will not be big enough to hold you:) 
 
When you'll be on your 7th Doubling, going for $8K, you'll not only belong to the Elite 
of 5% of world's best Traders, but what's more important is that you'll have 
established the DAILY DISCIPLINES of the Repeatable a Scalable Process of 
Incremental Progress translated into BABY STEPS. 



 

 
-Is it Simple? 
-Yes! 
 
-Is it Easy? 
-No! 
 


